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Abstrat
In a previous paper Anomalies in Quantum Field Theory and Co-
homologies of Conguration Spaes (arXiv:0903.0187) we presented
a new method for renormalization in Eulidean onguration spaes
based on ertain renormalization maps. This approah is aimed to
serve for developing an algebrai algorithm for omputing the Gell
MannLow renormalization group ation. In the present work we in-
trodue a modiation of the theory of renormalization maps for the
ase of Minkowski spae and we give the way how it is ombined within
the ausal perturbation theory.
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1. Introdution
The ausal approah to perturbative quantum eld theory (QFT) originates
in the work of Stukelberg and Bogolubov and was fully developed by (and
named after) Epstein and Glaser ([EG℄, see also [S2℄, [DF℄). In this method
the renormalization is done for the produts of elds (timeordered, or re-
tarded). This failitates the generalization of the perturbation theory on
manifolds but still it has the disadvantage of being rather ompliated teh-
nially, espeially for onrete alulations.
In paper [N1℄ (see also its review [N2℄) we have found an equivalent on-
strution to the EpsteinGlaser proedure, whih is entirely set up in terms
of renormalization of Feynman amplitudes (integrals of funtions). This ap-
proah then has the additional advantage of being independent of onrete
models of quantum elds like the ϕ4theory or quantum eletrodynamis
et. In this way we get rid of the tehnial diulties present in a partiular
model, in other words, we separate them from the renormalization problem.
Furthermore, our reformulation of the renormalization problem makes pos-
sible to give a geometri haraterization for the renormalization ambiguity.
Our main goal there was to use this geometri analysis in order to derive
an algebrai algorithm for determining the GellMannLow renormalization
group ation, i.e., the ation of the one parameter group R
+
on the spae
of oupling onstants, whih is indued by the saling transformations (in
terms of formal dieomorphisms). In partiular, we are interested in alge-
brai algorithms for alulating the perturbative expansions of βfuntions
and anomalous dimensions.
In the present paper we introdue a Minkowski spae version of the theory
of renormalization maps developed in [N1℄ and we also ombine this theory
with the ausal perturbation theory.
2. Axiomati properties of timeordered produts
Let us briey reall some basi fats from the ausal perturbation theory
([EG℄). In this approah one onstruts timeordered produts of elds
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
,
where Θj(x) are loal free eld polynomials like ϕ(x), :ϕ
2 :(x), : ∂µϕ∂µϕ :(x),
. . . (i.e., Θj(x) are omposite elds of free elds). The main axioms for these
timeordered produts are the following:
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(T0) Domain: Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
are operator valued distributions at-
ing on invariant domain that ontains the domain of the Wightman
elds;
(T1) Permutation symmetry :
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
= (−1)ε Tn
(
Θσ1(xσ1) · · ·Θσn(xσn)
)
for every permutation (σ1, . . . , σn) of (1, . . . , n), where ε (= ε
(
σ; Θ1,
. . . , Θn
)
) is the fermioni parity of the permutation σ for the given
set of loal Wik polynomials Θ1, . . . , Θn.
(T2) Covariane:
UgTn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
U−1g
= Tn
((
(π(g)−1Θ1
)
(gx1) · · ·
(
π(g)−1Θn
)
(gxn)
)
for every Poinare transformation g.1
(T3) Causality :
Tm+n
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
= Tm
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θm(xm)
)
Tn
(
Θm+1(xm+1) · · ·Θm+n(xm+n)
)
in the domain
2 xj & xm+k for j = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, . . . , n. In partiular,
T1
(
(Θ(x)
)
= Θ(x).
(T4) Causal Wik expansion:
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
=
∑
r1,...,rn
1
r1! · · · rn!
〈0|Tn
(
Θ
(r1)
1 (x1) · · ·Θ
(rn)
n (xn)
)
|0〉
× : Φr1(x1) · · ·Φ
rn(xn):, (2.1)
where we are using the same superquadriindex notations like in the
EpsteinGlaser paper [EG℄ (their notation : A(x)r :)3.
(T5) Saling degree: there is a grading on the spae of omposite elds
provided by the so alled saling dimension dim Θ and
The Steinmann saling degree of 〈0|Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
|0〉
6 dim Θ1 + · · ·+ dim Θn .
1
The translations at trivially on the elds, i.e., (π(g)Θ)(x) = Θ(x).
2
The relation x & y means that x 6= y and x is not ontained in the past of y, i.e., x /∈
y − V +, where V + is the losure of the open future lightone V+.
3
The right hand side is well dened due to the zeroth theorem of EpsteinGlaser ([EG℄).
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(T6) Unitarity :
Tn
(
Θ1(x1)
+ · · ·Θn(xn)
+
)+
=
∑
m>0
∑
ordered partitions
(S1, . . . , Sm) of
{1, . . . , n}
(−1)n+m TS1 · · ·TSm ,
where TSj := T|Sj |
( ∏
k∈Sj
Θj(xj)
)
and (·)+ stands for the Hermitian
onjugation.
There are some further requirements to the timeordered produts, like
the ation Ward identity. We shall not onsider the latter at this stage
but shall make some omments on it in Set. 8. Let us also point out that
we would like to have the timeordered produts Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · · Θn(xn)
)
onstruted for every set of omposite elds Θ1(x), . . . , Θn(x), and this also
inludes the multilinearity ondition mentioned in [S2, Set. 4.1℄.
3. Sketh of the onstrution of timeordered produts by
renormalization maps
In this setion we shall draw in sketh our ideas for onstruting timeordered
produts. We shall explain them more preisely in the subsequent setions.
So, our idea for a onstrution of timeordered produts, whih is alter-
native to the old EpsteinGlaser proedure, is to use diretly the the ausal
Wik expansion (2.1). In other words, we would like to set
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
=
∑
r1,...,rn
1
r1! · · · rn!
Rn
(
〈0|Θ
(r1)
1 (x1) · · ·Θ
(rn)
n (xn)|0〉
)
× : Φr1(x1) · · ·Φ
rn(xn): , (3.1)
where Rn are suitable linear maps{
algebra On of non globally dened
npoint omplex analyti funtions
} Rn
→
{
spae of globally
dened distributions
}
.
The problem then is what are the properties of the maps Rn, whih will
ensure the properties (T0)(T6). In [N1℄ we have introdued suh maps for
Eulidean Green funtions and alled them renormalization maps. In Set. 6
we shall give a modiation of this theory on Minkowski spae and shall show
that they provide the main properties of the timeordered produts.
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At this point we shall only desribe the algebras of regular funtions
on whih we apply the renormalization maps. Thus, this is a sequene of
algebras O2, O3, . . . , On, . . . et., where On is an algebra of translation
invariant omplex analyti funtions of n vetor arguments belonging to the
symmetrized extended npoint bakward tube.4 These funtions one an think
of as oming from analytially extended Wightman funtions of omposite
elds. More preisely, we assume that the algebra On is linearly spanned by
all nite linear ombinations of produts of the form
G =
∏
16j < k6n
Gjk
(
xj − xk
)
,
where xk = (x
0
k, . . . , x
D−1
k ) are vetors belonging, in general, to the omplex-
ied Minkowski spaeM+iM ≡ RD−1,1 + iRD−1,1 and the funtions Gjk(x)
belong to the algebra O2. The latter algebra, O2, is supposed to be a sub-
algebra of the algebra of analyti funtions on the extended bakward tube
in M + iM . One an think of the algebra O2 as an algebra ontaining the
propagators of the theory. In this way the algebras On for n > 2 are entirely
determined by the algebra O2. To retain the permutation symmetry on the
algebras On it is also onvenient to ontinue to onsider them as algebras
of regular funtions on Eulidean onguration spaes like in [N1℄ but now
we assume in addition that they also posses ertain analyti ontinuations
mentioned above.
We retain the tehnial assumption for the algebra O2 (and thus for all
other On) that it is losed with respet to multipliation of its elements by
polynomials as well as with respet to applying derivatives.
We onlude this setion with a more suitable form of the ausal Wik
expansion
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
= Rn
( ∏
16j < k6n
exp
(∑
r,s
Cr,s
(
xj − xk
) ∂
∂ϕr(xj)
∂
∂ϕs(xk)
))
× :Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn) : , (3.2)
4
The symmetrized extended npoint bakward tube is the domain of analytiity of the
npoint Wightman funtions, whih onsists of the orbit of the npoint bakward tube
n
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ M
×n + iM×n : xk − xk+1 ∈ M − iV+ for k = 1, . . . , n
o
(V+ being the open future lightone) under the ation of the omplexied Lorentz group
and the permutation group [J, IV.5℄.
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where ϕr(x) := ∂
r
xϕ(x), Cr,s
(
x1 − x2
)
:= ∂rx1∂
s
x2〈0|ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2)|0〉 and ∂
r
x =(
∂
∂x0
)r0
· · ·
(
∂
∂xD−1
)rD−1
. The formula (3.2) is understood in the following
way. The produt∏
16j <k6n
exp
(∑
r,s
Cr,s
(
xj − xk
) ∂
∂ϕr(xj)
∂
∂ϕr(xk)
)
(3.3)
in the argument of Rn is onsidered, after expanding the exponents, as a
dierential operator in
∂
∂ϕr(xj)
, whih ats on :Θ1(x1) · · · Θn(xn) :, where
every Θj(xj) is onsidered as a polynomial in {ϕr(xj)}r for j = 1, . . . , n.
The oeients of so obtained dierential operator (3.3) are elements of the
algebra On on whih we then apply the renormalization map Rn.
Let us mention that the formula (3.2) is known in the literature also in
the form that uses variational derivatives:
Tn
(
Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn)
)
= Rn
(
exp
(
1
2
∫
dz dwC
(
z− w
) δ
δϕ(z)
δ
δϕ(w)
))
:Θ1(x1) · · ·Θn(xn) : ,
where C(x− y) = 〈0|ϕ(x)ϕ(y)|0〉.
4. More preise formulation of timeordered produts
Let F be the linear span of the generating elds ϕA in our theory. In other
words, F is a vetor spae equipped with a basis ϕA that is in oneto
one orrespondene with the basi Wightman elds
5 ϕA(x). In partiular,
F is some representation of the Lorentz group, whih in general is a sum of
irreduible representations. The spae F is Z2graded (bosons and fermions).
We work with omplex elds. Thus, in what follows F and all the vetor
spaes and algebras will be onsidered over the eld of omplex numbers C.
The spae of the derivative elds is
F (1) = C[∂]⊗ F ,
whih we shall also write as F (1) = C[∂]F . Here, ∂ := (∂0, . . . , ∂D−1) ≡(
∂
∂x0
, · · · , ∂
∂xD−1
)
and so, F (1) is just the linear span of all derivative elds
of the form (
∂rϕA
)
(x) ≡ ϕA,r(x) :=
(
∂r00 · · · ∂
rD−1
D−1 ϕA
)
(x),
5
With a slight abuse of the notations we shall use the one and the same letters ϕA in
the two ases.
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where r = (r0, . . . , rD−1) is a multiindex. The spae of all omposite elds
is then introdued as the free gradedommutative algebra over F (1), i.e.,
F = C
[
F (1)
]
.
In this way, F is also a dierential algebra with even derivatives ∂0, . . . ,
∂D−1 (with respet to the Z2grading).
Thus, we assumed that the algebra F onsists of oshell elds Θ, i.e.
it is not fatorized by any ideal at the rst step. Later, the elements Θ ∈
F will be mapped to the spae of omposite elds Θ(x) of free elds and
their derivatives, whih at on a (dense domain in a) Hilbert spae. Let us
also point out that the produt in the algebra F does not orrespond to the
produt in the operator algebra of quantum elds, but it rather orresponds
to the pointwise normal produt.
6
For the axiom (T5) we also need a grading dim on F in suh a way
that it beomes a graded ommutative dierential algebra with derivatives
{∂µ}
D−1
µ=0 of degree 1. The latter implies that the grading funtion on F
is ompletely determined by its restrition on the spae F : for instane,
dim (ϕA∂µϕB) = 1 + dimϕA + dimϕB . We assume that the Z2grading
funtion on F is expressed by the grading funtion dim as 2dim (mod 2).
We also require that
The Steinmann saling degree of 〈0|ϕA(x1)ϕB(x2)
)
|0〉
6 dimϕA + dimϕB . (4.1)
Next, let us onsider for every positive integer j ∈ N ≡ {1, 2, . . . }, a opy
of F denoted by F{j} together with an identiation
F ∼= F{j} : Θ→ (Θ)j . (4.2)
The elements (Θ)j of the spae F{j} will further play the role of loal elds
Θ(xj) in the variable xj . Finally, let us introdue the spaes of all polyloal
(oshell) elds FS :
FS =
⊗
j ∈S
F{j}
for every nite nonempty subset S ⊂ N. Thus, FS is an algebra,
7
whih
is the tensor produt of the graded dierential algebras {F{j}}j ∈S . The
6
Our notation F should orrespond to P⊕ from [S2℄.
7
Again the produt in this algebra FS does not orrespond to the produt in the
operator algebra of quantum elds.
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algebras FS naturally form an indutive system (i.e., if S
′ ⊆ S′′ then FS′ →֒
FS′′) and we introdue also the indutive limit
FN = lim−→
FS ≡
⋃
S ⊂
nite
N
FS .
(Thus, we identify F{j} and FS with subalgebras in FN.)
The elements of FN will be mapped later either to sums of normal prod-
uts :Θ1(x1) · · · Θn(xn):, or to timeordered produts T
(
Θ1(x1) · · · Θn(xn)
)
.
So, the algebra FN is the free (graded)ommutative algebra with gener-
ators {ϕA,r,j}A, r, j (orresponding to the elds (∂
rϕA)(xj)). This algebra has
various strutures on it (several produts, derivatives, oproduts, struture
of a jet algebra, . . . ) and it is very interesting to nd the interplay be-
tween them. We shall not investigate here the possible algebrai strutures
on FN but we shall mention only one, whih will be used further. This is
the permutation symmetry: for every bijetion σ : N ∼= N there is a natural
ation σ : FN → FN, whih is a representation of the (innite) permutation
group S (N) ∋ σ. To write this ation expliitly, note that the algebra FN
is linearly spanned by produts of the form∏
j ∈N
Θj (4.3)
where Θj ∈ F{j} (the j-th opy of F) and only nitely many Θj are dierent
from 1. Then the ation σ : FN → FN is dened by the formula
σ
(∏
j ∈N
Θj
)
=
∏
j ∈N
Θσ(j) .
(In partiular, in the purely bosoni ase the above ation of S (N) is trivial.)
In order to introdue the linear maps from FN into the spae of operator
valued distributions, whih give the normal and timeordered produts let
us denote for every nite S ⊂ N:
D
′
S := D
′
(
MS
)
,
where
MS := M
S
/
M
is the spae of Spoint ongurations
(
xj
)
j ∈S
of vetors inM modulo trans-
lations (the elements of MS will be denoted by[
xj
]
j ∈S
:=
(
xj
)
j ∈S
mod M ).
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Thus, D ′S is the spae of all translation invariant Spoint distributions
over the Minkowski spae M (i.e., distributions whose vetor arguments xj
are indexed by elements j ∈ S). Also, let us denote
D̂
′
S := D
′
(
MS , Op(D)
)
the spae of all Spoint operator valued distributions ating on an invariant
dense domain D in a Hilbert spae. Let us introdue again the indutive
limits
D
′
N =
⋃
S ⊂
nite
N
D
′
S , D̂
′
N =
⋃
S ⊂
nite
N
D̂
′
S ,
and the ations of the permutation group S (N) (∋ σ) on the spaes D ′
N
and
D̂ ′N, whih are given by the formula
(σf)(x1, x2, . . . ) = f
(
xσ−1(1), xσ−1(2), . . .
)
.
Now, in a Wightman theory of a system of free elds {ϕA} we have linear
maps
N : FN → D̂
′
N , T : FN → D̂
′
N .
The rst of them is the normal produt:
N
(∏
j ∈N
Θj
)
:= : Θ1(x1)Θ2(x2) · · · :
and it has a anonial realization so that we shall not haraterize it here
axiomatially. The seond map T gives the time ordered produts:
T
(∏
j ∈N
Θj
)
:= T
(
Θ1(x1)Θ2(x2) · · ·
)
and it does not have a anonial onstrution but is dened up to a renor-
malization ambiguity.
It is easy to reformulate the axiomati properties (T0)(T6) for the time
ordered produts in terms of the maps N and T . In partiular, both maps,
N and T , have the permutation symmetry:
σ ◦N = N ◦ σ , σ ◦ T = T ◦ σ
for σ ∈ S (N).
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The ausality reads
T
(
ΘS′ ΘS′′
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
= T
(
ΘS′
)
T
(
ΘS′′
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
(4.4)
where S = S′ ∪˙S′′ (disjoint union), ΘS′ ∈ FS′ and ΘS′′ ∈ FS′′ , and CS;S′ is
the open region:
CS;S′ :=
{[
xj
]
j ∈S
: xj′ & xj′′ for j
′ ∈ S′ and j′′ ∈ S′′
}
(the relation xj′ & xj′′ stands for xj′′ /∈ xj′ − V +).
The unitarity reads
T
(
Θ∗S
)+
=
∑
m>0
∑
ordered partitions
(S1, . . . , Sm) of S
(−1)|S|+m T
(
ΘS1
)
· · ·T
(
ΘSm
)
(4.5)
where ΘSk ∈ FSk , ΘS = ΘS1 · · · ΘSm and Θ 7→ Θ
∗
is the involutive anti
automorphism of the algebra FN generated by the antilinear involution on
the spae F that represents the eld onjugation.
5. Causal Wik expansion and ausality
In order to formulate the ausal Wik expansion in terms of the notations
of Set. 4 let us rst introdue for every nite subset S ⊂ N the algebra OS ,
whih is the linear span of all
G =
∏
j, k∈ S
j < k
Gjk
(
xj − xk
)
, Gjk(x) ∈ O2. (5.1)
The system of algebras {OS}S is again an indutive system and we set
ON =
⋃
S ⊂
nite
N
OS =
∞⋃
n=1
On .
As in the above ases of suh indutive limits we have also a natural ation
σ : ON → ON
of S (N) ∋ σ.
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The system of renormalization maps RS : OS → RS (to be dened in
Set. 6) will be onsistent with the above indutive limits and thus, they will
indue a linear map
R : ON → D
′
N , R
(
OS
)
⊆ D ′S . (5.2)
Now, the ausal Wik expansion (3.2) has also more ompat form in the
above notations,
T
(
ΘS
)
= R
(
ĜS
)
N
(
ΘS
)
, (5.3)
where ΘS ∈ FS , and ĜS is an operator
ĜS : OS ⊗FS → OS ⊗FS (5.4)
dened by
ĜS =
∏
j, k∈ S
j < k
Ĝjk, Ĝjk = exp
( ∑
A,B,r,s
CA,r;B,s
(
xj − xk
)
⊗
∂
∂ϕA,r,j
∂
∂ϕB,s,k
)
(5.5)
and CA,B,r,s
(
x1 − x2
)
:= ∂rx1∂
s
x2〈0|ϕA(x1)ϕB(x2)|0〉 ∈ O2. Let us note that
the derivations
∂
∂ϕA,r,j
entering in Eq. (5.5) are the anonial graded deriva-
tions on the algebra FN regarded as a free graded ommutative algebra with
generators {ϕA,r,j}A,r,j (these are the vertial derivations). We also note
that equation (5.3) is more orret to write as
T
(
ΘS
)
= mult ◦
(
R⊗N
)(
ĜSΘS
)
, (5.6)
where mult : D ′
N
⊗D̂ ′N (norm) → D̂
′
N is the operation of multipliation between
the distributions in the spae D ′
N
and the operatorvalued distributions in
the subspae D̂ ′N (norm) ⊂ D̂
′
N spanned by the normal produts of loal elds
of dierent arguments (this multipliation exists due to the zeroth theorem
of Epstein and Glaser [EG℄).
Remark 5.1. The maps ĜS are onsistent with the indutive limit and
generate a linear map Ĝ : ON ⊗FN → ON ⊗FN. Then Eq. (5.6) reads
T = mult ◦
(
R⊗N
)
◦ Ĝ .
We shall work with ĜS beause of the ombinatoris related to the ausality.
We have also a Wik expansion formula for ordinary produts. In order to
formulate it we need additional notations. Sine the funtions belonging to
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OS are analyti funtions on ertain Spoint tube domains we have another
linear maps OS → D
′
S , the boundary values of analyti funtions. In order
to dene them we introdue the notion of an ordered set
~S that is a set S =
{j1, . . . , jn} equipped with a total order j1 ≺ · · · ≺ jn on it. We shall also
write it as
~S =
〈
j1, . . . , jn
〉
and S will be alled a body of ~S. If S ⊂ N we shall onsider the order ≺ on
S as an independent struture on it, whih may not oinide with the order
< indued by N. For every ordered set ~S =
〈
j1, . . . , jn
〉
we have a standard
bakward
8
tube domain assoiated to
~S,
T~S :=
{
[xj]j ∈S ∈ MS + iMS : xjk − xjk+1 ∈ M − iV+ for k = 1, . . . , n
}
(V+ being the open forward lightone inM) and then we dene a boundary
value map
b.v.~S
: OS → D
′
S
with respet to this tube T~S. Thus, the linear maps b.v.~S will produe the
Wightman funtions in the theory.
Now, the Wik formula for ordinary produts is
N
(
Θj1
)
· · ·N
(
Θj1
)
= b.v.~S
(
ĜS
)
N
(
ΘS
)
(5.7)
(
~S =
〈
j1, . . . , jn
〉
). Again Eq. (5.7) is understood as
N
(
Θj1
)
· · ·N
(
Θj1
)
= mult ◦
(
b.v.~S
⊗N
)(
ĜSΘS
)
. (5.8)
Equation (5.8) shows that the right hand side of Eq. (5.6) always denes
an operator FN → D̂
′
N sine the right hand sides of Eqs. (5.8) and (5.6) an
be written as:(
b.v.~S
⊗ id
)
◦
(
id⊗N
)(
ĜSΘS
)
and
(
R⊗ id
)
◦
(
id⊗N
)(
ĜSΘS
)
,
respetively, and the map b.v.~S
is an injetion. Hene, our idea to onstrut
timeordered produts by Eq. (3.2) or Eq. (3.1) is orret even if we start with
oshell elds: the orresponding new formula is (5.6) and it will preserve
the kernel in the passage from oshell elds to onshell elds.
An important onsequene of Eq. (5.7) is
N
(
ΘS′
)
N
(
ΘS′′
)
= b.v.~S
(
ĜS′, S′′
)
N
(
ΘS
)
, (5.9)
8
Sine we use in (5.1) dierenes of a type left minus right oordinate then it follows
that the boundary values appear with respet to bakward tubes instead of forward.
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where for a disjoint union S = S′ ∪˙S′′ of ordered sets ~S′ and ~S′′ we equip S
with an order S′ ≺ S′′ and introdue the splittings ΘS = ΘS′ΘS′′ and
ĜS = ĜS′ ĜS′′ ĜS′, S′′ ,
ĜS′ =
∏
j, k∈ S′
j≺ k
Ĝjk , ĜS′′ =
∏
j, k∈ S′′
j≺ k
Ĝjk , ĜS′, S′′ =
∏
j ∈S′
j ∈S′′
Ĝjk .
The ausality relation (4.4) will follow now from Eq. (5.9) if R satises
the following equation:
R
(
ĜS
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
= R
(
ĜS′
)
R
(
ĜS′′
)
b.v.~S
(
ĜS′, S′′
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
.
This will be implied by the reursive axiomati property (r4) of the renor-
malization maps R introdued in the next setion. Before we pass to the
denition of renormalization maps we shall show how Eq. (5.9) implies (4.4).
On CS;S′ we have:
T
(
ΘS
)
= R
(
ĜS
)
N
(
ΘS
)
= R
(
ĜS′
)
R
(
ĜS′′
)
b.v.~S
(
ĜS′, S′′
)
N
(
ΘS
)
= R
(
ĜS′
)
R
(
ĜS′′
)
N
(
ΘS′
)
N
(
ΘS′′
)
= T
(
ΘS′
)
T
(
ΘS′′
)
(ΘS := ΘS′ΘS′′).
6. Theory of renormalization maps on Minkowski spae
Let us now onsider the modiation of the theory of renormalization maps
on the Minkowski spae. We introdued above an improved version of them
replaing the whole system {RS}S with a single linear map
R : ON → D
′
N
(and so, RS ≡ R
∣∣
OS
). In order to make sure that this be possible we need to
assume that the system of renormalization maps RS : OS → D
′
S is onsistent
with the indutive limits. This is then equivalent to the enhaned version of
the requirement (r1), whih we disussed in Remarks 2.12.3 of [N1℄.
Thus, the modied axiomati requirements on the map R are the follow-
ing. The onditions (r1)(r3) remains essentially the same on the Minkowski
and the Eulidean spae:
(r1) Permutation symmetry. For every σ ∈ S (N) we require σ ◦ R =
R ◦ σ.
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(r2) Preservation of the ltrations. The saling degree does not inrease
s.d.R(G) 6 s.d.G.
(r3) Commutativity with multipliation by polynomials. If p is a polyno-
mial on MS (S ⊂ N) then R(pG) = pR(G).
Remark 6.1. Property (r3) might look artiial from physial point of view
and in fat it is not neessary for the onstrution of the timeordered prod-
uts. In paper [N1℄ this property plays a ruial role for the redution of the
ohomologial analysis of the renormalization group to de Rham ohomolo-
gies of onguration spaes. We onsidered in (r3) only polynomials sine
we wish to work algebraially. But if we work on manifolds then it is natural
to require ommutativity between the renormalization maps and multiplia-
tion by everywhere smooth funtions, i.e., R(pG) = pR(G) for p ∈ C∞
(
MS
)
.
Then the latter property beomes very natural from geometri point of view
sine it allows us to make loalization (i.e., to use loalization tehniques like
partition of unity).
The last ondition (r4) needs more essential modiation
(r4) Causality. For every disjoint union S = S′ ∪˙S′′ we have
R
(
GS
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
= R
(
GS′
)
R
(
GS′′
)
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
)∣∣∣
CS;S′
(6.1)
for every GS ∈ OS of the form (5.1), where we onsider some order on the
sets S′ and S′′ and equip S with the order indued by S′ ≺ S′′; nally, as
above, we introdue the splitting
GS = GS′ GS′′ GS′, S′′ ,
GS′ =
∏
j, k∈S′
j≺ k
Gjk , GS′′ =
∏
j, k∈S′′
j≺ k
Gjk , GS′, S′′ =
∏
j ∈S′
j ∈ S′′
Gjk . (6.2)
The right hand side of Eq. (6.1) is orret due to the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. The produt R
(
GS′
)
R
(
GS′′
)
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
)
exists on MS.
Proof. We have to show that the sums of the wave front sets over
9 MS
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′
))
+ w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′′
))
,
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′
))
+ w.f.MS
(
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
))
,
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′′
))
+ w.f.MS
(
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
))
,
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′
))
+ w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′′
))
+ w.f.MS
(
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
))
(6.3)
9
We shall speify in the wave front also the base on whih the distribution is onsidered
sine we are using indutive systems of spaes D
′
S ( := D
′(MS), MS := M
S/M) and a
distribution from D
′
S an be also onsidered in D
′
S′ for S ⊆ S
′
.
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do not interset the zero setion of the otangent bundle T ∗
(
MS
)
. This is
lear for the rst three sums and for the last we rst use a general statement
about the wave front of boundary values of analyti funtions, whih implies
b.v.(−)
(
Gjk
)
⊆ M ⊕ V−
where b.v.(−)
(
Gjk
)
is the boundary value of Gjk(x) in the bakward tube
M + iV−, V− = −V+ (the opened bakward lightone). It then follows that
w.f.MS
(
b.v.~S
(
GS′, S′′
))
⊆
∑
j ∈S′
k∈S′′
(
πS{j,k}
)∗(
M ⊕ V−
)
, (6.4)
where
(
πSS′
)∗
: T ∗
(
MS′
)
→ T ∗
(
MS
)
is dened for every S′ ⊆ S as the pull-
bak of the natural projetion πSS′ : MS → MS′ : [xj ]j ∈S 7→ [xj ]j ∈S′ . Let us
ombine Eq. (6.4) with
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′
))
⊆
(
πSS′
)∗(
w.f.MS′
(
R
(
GS′
)))
,
w.f.MS
(
R
(
GS′′
))
⊆
(
πSS′′
)∗(
w.f.MS′′
(
R
(
GS′′
)))
(6.5)
and use the splitting
MS ∼= MS′⊕MS′′⊕M : [xj ]j ∈S 7→ [xj ]j ∈S′⊕ [xj ]j ∈S′′⊕
(
xmax S′−xmin S′′
)
.
(6.6)
Then the bers in the tangent bundle T
(
MS
)
spits aording to (6.6), whih
then implies a deomposition of the otangent bundle. Let pr3 : T
∗
(
MS
)
→ T ∗
(
MS
)
be the projetion that orresponds to the third summand in
Eq. (6.6) (i.e., the projetion onto the annihilator of the tangent spaes of
the rst two summands in Eq. (6.6)). it follows that pr3 maps the right hand
sides in Eq. (6.5) to the zero setion, and on the other hand, pr3 maps the
right hand side of Eq. (6.4) to M ⊕ V−. So, the fourth sum in Eq. (6.3) also
does not interset the zero setion of T ∗
(
MS
)
. 
This ompletes the list of modied axiomati onditions for the renor-
malization map R on the Minkowski spae. Let us add one more natural
assumption
(r5) Lorentz invariane. The map R : ON → D
′
N
intertwines the natural
ations of the Lorentz group on ON and D
′
N
.
As in the Eulidean ase, the above invariane is ensured later by the
onstrution of R.
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Now, the onstrution of R follows the same sheme like in the Eulidean
ase. First, sine the the sets CS;S′ form an open overing of MS
∖
{0} we
have again indutively dened seondary renormalization maps
•
RS : OS → D
′
temp
(
MS
∖
{0}
)
.
Hene, what remains to do is to ompose
•
RS
•
RS ◦ PS =: RS
with a primary renormalization map
10
PS : D
′
temp
(
MS
∖
{0}
)
→ D ′S .
Following [N1℄, the linear maps PS an be onstruted by means of a larger
system of linear maps PN : D
′
temp
(
R
N
∖
{0}
)
→ D ′(RN ), so that PS ∼=
PD(|S|−1). The axiomati properties for PN : (p1)(p5) from [N1℄ together
with (p6) ([N1, Remark 2.2℄), remain almost the same exept the require-
ment of Eulidean invariane in (p3), whih have to be replaed by the
permutation symmetry and Lorentz invariane for PS .
11
This ompletes the onstrution of the renormalization map R on the
Minkowski spae.
Remark 6.2. Condition (r4) an be generalized also for arbitrary ordered
Spartitions. Theorem 2.9 in [N1℄ about hanges of renormalization will
remain valid in the same form on Minkowski spae. Its proof however should
be modied and we have to use now ordered partitions in order to apply the
reursion aording to generalized property (r4).
At the end of this setion let us summarize what we have proven for the
onstrution of timeordered produts.
Theorem 6.2. Let R : ON → D
′
N
be a renormalization map that satises
the requirements (r1)(r5) listed above. Let us dene a linear map T : FN
→ D̂ ′N by Eq. (5.3) (or, Eq. (5.6)). Then the map T is well dened and
satises the properties (T0)(T5) listed in Set. 2 (but possibly without the
unitarity (T6)).
10
The systems of linear PS and
•
RS do not form indutive systems. This is beause the
system of the intermediate spaes D
′
temp
`
MS
›
{0}
´
is not an indutive system.
11
It is more onvenient to exlude from the initial requirements for PN in [N1℄ the
property (p3) and just at the end ensure it in the above modied form for Pn ∼= PD(n−1)
by using semi-simpliity of the Lorentz group.
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Final remarks on the proof. We have already argued why (T0)(T4) are
satised and we would like to disuss here ondition (T5), the saling degree.
This is ensured by the fat that the operators Ĝjk (5.5), and hene, ĜS (5.4),
preserve the ltration on ON ⊗ FN (this ltration is the indued one from
the saling degree on ON and the grading on FN: 6 s.d. ⊗ dim). This is
simply beause the operators CA,r;B,s
(
xj−xk
)
∂
∂ϕA,r,j
∂
∂ϕB,s,k
in the arguments
of the exponent in Ĝjk have this property: the derivatives
∂
∂ϕA,r,j
∂
∂ϕB,s,k
dereases the ltration by dimϕA,r,j + dimϕB,s,k, while CA,r;B,s
(
xj − xk
)
(= ∂rxj∂
s
xk
〈0|ϕA(xj) ϕB(xk)|0〉) inreases the ltration with the same value.
Note that at this point we also use ondition (4.1) on the grading funtion
dim, whih implies that the saling degree of CA,r;B,s
(
xj − xk
)
is less than
or equal to dimϕA,r,j + dimϕB,s,k.
7. Unitarity
As we mentioned in Theorem 6.2 we do not know whether the properties
(r1)(r5) imply the unitarity ondition (T6) (Eq. (4.5)) for the timeordered
produts. What we an only say now is that a suient ondition for this
would be the following additional property on the renormalization map R:
R
(
G⋆S
)
=
∑
m>0
∑
ordered partitions
(S1, . . . , Sm) of S
(−1)|S|+m R
(
GS1
)
· · ·
(
GSm
)
× b.v.~SS1,...,Sm
(
G{S1,...,Sm}
)
(7.1)
(GS ∈ OS has the form (5.1)). Here: the ⋆operation on G
⋆
S is the CPT
operation,
12
G
⋆
S(xj1 , . . . , xjn) := GS(−xj1 , . . . ,−xjn) (S = {j1, . . . , jn}) ;
the ordered sets
~SS1,...,Sm dening the boundary values in Eq. (7.1) is ob-
tained by any orders on Sk and S1 ≺ · · · ≺ Sm; the notation G{S1,...,Sm}
follows the onventions from [N1, see Eq. (2.14)℄, i.e.,
G{S1,...,Sm} =
∏
16a< b6m
∏
j ∈Sa
k∈Sb
Gjk(xj − xk)
12
In partiular, this assumes that OS is ⋆invariant, whih thus should be added to
the axiomati requirements on OS (and enough, for O2). The operation ⋆ is an anti
automorphism of ON.
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(whih generalizes the notation GS′, S′′ (6.2)). Note that the produt of the
distributions in the right hand side of Eq. (7.1) exists, whih an be proven
in the same way as Lemma 6.1. The unitarity ondition (4.5) an be derived
from Eq. (7.1) if we use a generalization of Eq. (5.9) that is
N
(
ΘS1
)
· · ·N
(
ΘSm
)
= b.v.~SS1,...,Sm
(
Ĝ{S1,...,Sm}
)
N
(
ΘS
)
(7.2)
(ΘSk ∈ FSk , ΘS = ΘS1 · · · ΘSm).
The next problem is to nd an additional ondition on the primary renor-
malization maps, whih would imply Eq. (7.1).
Nevertheless, it is interesting to study the renormalization group even
without the unitarity ondition. In fat, in the Eulidean ase the ounter-
part of the unitarity is just the fat that the renormalization maps transform
real funtions to real distributions, whih is thus satised by denition. Let
us also point out that even if we onstrut timeordered produts, whih do
not obey the unitarity then there is a simple, purely algebrai way to pass
to a new system of timeordered produts that satisfy all (T0)(T6) ([EG℄).
8. Ation Ward identity
This is the ondition
T
(
∂xµ
k
Θ
)
= ∂xµ
k
T
(
Θ
)
(8.1)
(Θ ∈ FN, k ∈ N, µ = 0, . . . ,D − 1). In fat, sine we are working only with
translation invariant distributions we have the translation invariane of T :∑
k∈N
T
(
∂xµ
k
Θ
)
=
∑
k ∈N
∂xµ
k
T
(
Θ
)
. (8.2)
Condition (8.1) has been established in the o-shell (funtional) approah
([DF℄) but it has simple obstrutions in the operator formalism. For instane,
for a free salar eld of mass m the eld equations together with the ausal
Wik expansion implies that(
x1 −m
2
)
T
(
ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2)
)
= δ(x1 − x2) 6= T
((
x1 −m
2
)
ϕ(x1)ϕ(x2)
)
= 0 .
A suient ondition for Eq. (8.1) would be to require a similar additional
ondition on the renormalization map R:
R
(
∂xµ
k
G
)
= ∂xµ
k
R
(
G
)
(8.3)
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(G ∈ ON, k ∈ N, µ = 0, . . . ,D − 1). But now this ontradits to the
requirement (r3) that is also equivalent to the identities
R
(
xµk G
)
= xµk R
(
G
)
. (8.4)
The reason is that the two onditions, (8.3) and (8.4), would imply that the
renormalization map ommute with the ation of all linear partial dierential
operators, whih is not possible. Of ourse, one an ask why not to use
ondition (8.4) instead of (8.3)? The proof of Lemma 2.7 in [N1℄ shows that
in the ase of (8.3) the reursion there goes in the wrong diretion (see also
Remark 6.1). And in fat, there are again simple obstrutions for Eq. (8.3):
the funtion (x2)−
D
2
+1
(on Ddimensional Minkowski spae) has a unique
extension
13 R
(
(x2)−
D
2
+1
)
and this is the Green funtion for the D'Alembert
operator; hene,
xR
(
(x2)−
D
2
+1
)
= δ(x) 6= R
(
x (x
2)−
D
2
+1
)
= 0 .
9. Renormalizing perturbative Eulidean eld theory
The Eulidean version of our theory of renormalization maps is easier but to
formulate perturbative Eulidean QFT in the spirit of algebrai perturbative
QFT on Minkowski spae is more diult. The problem is what would
replae the timeordered produts in the Eulidean ase. Of ourse, we an
use again the formula T
(
ΘS
)
= R
(
ĜS
)
N
(
ΘS
)
(Eq. (5.3)) for a denition
of the map T . The problem then is that in the Eulidean ase there are no
pointwise Wik produts! In other words, N
(
ΘS
)
do not generally exist as
densely dened operators on the Eulidean Fok spae. They an be only
represented as quadrati forms. For instane, one may see this problem even
for Wik squares: if ϕE(x) is the free Eulidean eld of mass m an we dene
:ϕ2E :(x) as an operator on the Eulidean Fok spae? If so, then
〈0| :ϕ2E :(x) :ϕ
2
E :(y)|0〉 = GE(x− y)
2 .
But in ontrast to the Minkowski ase GE(x− y)
2
does not exists (while the
square or produt of any Wightman funtions do exit).
A possible way-out is to work only o-shell ([S1, K℄) and hope that we
an onstrut a positive funtional on the algebra of renormalized Eulidean
timeordered produts. However, it is unlikely that the latter is possible.
13
sine its saling degree is less than D
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The reason is that suh a positive funtional will extend the vauum fun-
tional on the initial Eulidean eld algebra (whih is in fat, aliated with a
von Neumann ommutative algebra) and hene, it will be possible to repre-
sent the timeordered produts on the Eulidean spae, whih already exist
as quadrati forms there, also as operators.
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